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Preface 
About This Guide 
The BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway is a network-based, virtualized security appliance. There are a number of initial tasks that must be performed to set up the Virtual TAC Gateway(s) for network access and operation. This document contains the instructions for setting up BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateways.  
The setup instructions are divided into a number of categories, each of which contains one or more basic tasks to perform. These tasks are designed to simplify the overall process of setting up your gateway(s) to be operational and connected to the network.  
This Setup Guide provides guidance in the following procedures: 

 Identifying resource requirements 
 Selecting resources to trust and protect 
 Designing a network topology 
 Cabling and connecting the gateways 
 Setting up a serial connection to the gateways 
 Executing the Setup Wizard 
 Completing the Certificate Signing Request (CSR)  
 Validating network connectivity 

Use this Setup Guide as the prerequisite to the BlackRidge TAC Gateway - Quick Start Guide. 
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Related Material 
The BlackRidge documentation set consists of: 

 BlackRidge TAC Gateway - Getting Started Guide provides a high-level roadmap for 
leveraging the documentation set to successfully install and configure each model of the 
BlackRidge family of gateway products.  

 BlackRidge BR-3110 1G Branch TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps required 
to set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps required to 
set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-2210 10G Virtual TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps required 
to set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-3100 1G Enterprise TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps 
required to set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-3120/BR-3121 1G Enterprise TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the 
steps required to set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-3220-T/BR-3221-T 10G Enterprise TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines 
the steps required to set up the gateway for network access and operation. 

 BlackRidge BR-3220-F 10G Enterprise TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines the steps 
required to set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-3221-SR/BR-3221-LR 10G Enterprise TAC Gateway - Setup Guide outlines 
the steps required to set up the gateway for network access and operation.  

 BlackRidge BR-2051 Gateway for IBM z Systems - Setup Guide outlines the steps 
required to set up the gateway for network access and operation on the IBM®  
z Systems® platform.  

 BlackRidge BR-2061 Gateway for z/VM Systems - Setup Guide outlines the steps 
required to set up the gateway for network access and operation on the IBM z/VM® 
platform. 

 BlackRidge BR-2120 Gateway for AWS - Setup Guide outlines the steps required to set 
up the gateway for network access and operation on the Amazon Web Services™ (AWS) 
platform. 

 BlackRidge TAC Gateway - Quick Start Guide describes the concepts and procedures to 
configure cloaking and Static Identities for unidirectional authentication of IPv4 network 
endpoints. 

 BlackRidge TAC Gateway - Configuration Guide describes the advanced concepts and 
procedures to configure cloaking, Static and Dynamic AD Identities for bidirectional 
authentication for multiple IPv4 and IPv6 network endpoints. 
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Who Should Use This Guide 
This guide is intended for experienced VMware systems and networking IT professionals who are responsible for the initial setup of the BlackRidge BR-2110 1-Gigabit Virtual TAC Gateways through the Setup Wizard. 
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How This Guide is Organized 
Section I provides a high-level map of the tasks that are performed during the initial setup of the gateway. It acquaints the administrator with the scope of the activities involved with connecting the gateway to the network.  
Section II provides a sample network topology based on a pre-defined use case, and the resources that are required to architect it. Each port on the BlackRidge gateway is uniquely identified with a description of its function. Deciding what operational roles to assign the network endpoints is based on the criteria provided in this section. 
Section III provides a high-level review of the fundamental concepts of VMware virtual switching and how it applies to configuring the BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateways. It also describes the configuration steps that are required to install, attach and connect the virtual machines to the virtual switches.  
Section IV outlines the procedure for powering up the BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway, and opening the console to establish administrative access to it. This is the information needed to log in and perform the initial configuration. 
Section V contains the screen captures of the Setup Wizard, an interactive configuration script. The administrator will be prompted with a variety of questions designed to customize the gateway for local requirements.  
Section VI prescribes a set of installation verification tasks to ensure that the BlackRidge TAC Gateway has been configured according to the administrator’s expectations. And that it is network addressable and accessible. 
Section VII describes the procedure for initiating a BlackRidge Technology Certificate Signing Request (CSR). This section provides instructions for generating the BlackRidge TAC Gateway keys and the CSR, uploading the CSR to BlackRidge Technology Support, unpacking the signed certificate from BlackRidge Technology Support, loading and validating the signed certificate from BlackRidge Technology on to each BlackRidge TAC Gateway. 
Section VIII describes the three Transport Access Control (TAC) modes of operation. By default, the gateway is shipped preconfigured to operate in “bridge” mode. This section provides guidance for selecting the proper mode based on the context within which it is operating. 
Appendix A: contains instructions for accessing the BlackRidge TAC Gateway using SSH.  
Appendix B: contains CLI commands for configuring the IP network attributes of the Blackridge TAC Gateway.  
Appendix C: contains CLI commands for configuring the DNS network attributes of the BlackRidge TAC Gateway.  
Appendix D: contains CLI commands for configuring the host name attributes of the BlackRidge TAC Gateway. 
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Typographical Conventions 
This document uses the following typographic conventions to help you locate and identify information:  
Italic text  
Identifies new terms, emphasis, and book titles  
Bold text  
Identifies button names and other items that you can click or touch in the graphical user interface or press on a computer keyboard  
Courier New 
Identifies commands, command syntax, command arguments and system prompts 
Bold Courier New 
Identifies command strings being executed by the system through the CLI. 
Note: Notes provide extra information about a topic that is good to know but not essential to the process.  
Caution: Cautions draw your attention to actions that could compromise the security of your system or result in the loss of data. 
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Task Map for the BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway 

Set the Transport Access Control (TAC) Mode of Operation
Bridge Monitor Enforce

INITIATE
Certificate Signing Request (CSR)

VALIDATE
Network connectivity for the BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway

EXECUTE
Setup Wizard on BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway

ACCESS
BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway through vSphere UI (Required)

ATTACH
Virtual machine components

DESIGN
Network topology

SELECT
Resources to trust and protect

IDENTIFY
Security use case and the BlackRidge solution requirements
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Identify Security Use Case & BlackRidge Solution Requirements  
Security Problem 
For the purpose of this document, the security problem is defined as the need to provide a level of security protection that is only available through BlackRidge Technology. The objective is to protect a critical network-attached resource from both internal and external reconnaissance and unauthorized access.  
For this sample configuration, the virtual-network-attached resource is a server Virtual Machine (VM) running on a Windows platform. Since it is identified as a resource to be protected by the BlackRidge solution, it is designated a Protected Resource. 
Only one system is identified as being trustworthy to be given access to the Protected Resource. That system is a Windows client. Since it has been identified as an endpoint to be trusted by the BlackRidge solution, it is designated a Trusted Host. It is the only resource granted authorized access to the Protected Resource. 
Resource Requirements 
The following virtual and physical hardware is used to build a sample test lab environment. It is upon this configuration that this guide is based: 

 One ESXi 5.* Host  
 One server device VM – Protected Resource 
 One client device VM – Trusted Host 
 One client device VM – Unauthorized Client 
 Two BlackRidge BR-2110 Virtual TAC Gateway Appliances 
 Two DNS servers (virtual or physical) for finding NTP servers that could reside locally or 

on the Internet 
Note: Only one DNS server is required for most POC demonstrations. 

 One 1-Gigabit switch (connectivity outside of the virtual environment), for example, ESXi 
to corporate network. 

Note: When setting up your own test lab for the BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway, be sure to assign user-defined host and network configuration data that is specific to your local environment.  
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ESXi 5 Host Requirements for the BR-2110 1G Gateway  
The following table contains the ESXi 5 host requirements for the BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Gateways. 
Table 2.1 – ESXi 5 Host Requirements for BlackRidge BR-2210 1G Gateways 

 
  

Virtual Machine 

MEMORY CPUs HARD DISK 
MINIMUM RECOMMENDED MINIMUM RECOMMENDED MINIMUM RECOMMENDED 

4GB 4GB 2 1 CPU (each having 2 cores) 8GB 8GB 
 

ESXi 5 HOST 

 

NETWORK ADAPTERS 

NIC 1- Used for network access outside of VM host enclosure. As an example, this NIC would allow network access to the Untrusted port (port 1) and the Management port (port 4) of the BR-2110 Virtual TAC Gateway.  
NIC 2 (optional) – Used when the Management port of the gateway (port 4) is connected to a physically separate subnet where network access outside of the VM host enclosure is required. 

  

VIRTUAL NETWORK INTERFACES 
QUANTITY Note: These can be port groups on a vSwitch or vSphere Distributed Switch (VDS). 4 

 

vSWITCH or  VDS 

QUANTITY Note: While the Untrusted and Management networks can be shared on an existing vSwitch or VDS, there is a requirement for the Trusted hosts and Protected Resources of the gateways (port 2) to be on a private network segment. Thus two vSwitches or VDS switches will need to be created for that purpose. 3 
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Select Resources to Trust and to Protect 
For the purpose of the sample configuration, it has been decided that the following trust relationships will be established: 

 The Windows client (VM) is designated as the Trusted Host. 
 The Windows server (VM) is designated as the Protected Resource. 
 The two BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateways will cooperate in establishing 

trusted communications between the Windows client and the Windows server. 
In this guide, the BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway, with the user-defined hostname Gateway-1, will control which connected network endpoints can establish an outbound TCP/IP connection to a Protected Resource behind another BlackRidge gateway. This is done through the process of inserting Transport Access Control (TAC) tokens. 
Since Gateway-1 is inserting the TAC tokens on behalf of its trusted network endpoints, it is referred to as the TAC Token Insertion Gateway. Only Trusted Hosts will have the TAC token inserted. Since all other devices will not have these tokens inserted, they are unable to establish outbound TCP/IP connections to BlackRidge Protected Resources. 
The BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway with the user-defined hostname Gateway-2, will control which remote network endpoints can access a Protected Resource(s) attached to it. This is done through the process of resolving the TAC tokens that were inserted by the TAC Token Insertion Gateway, (Gateway-1). 
Since Gateway-2 is resolving the TAC tokens that were inserted by Gateway-1, it is referred to as the TAC Token Resolution Gateway. Only Trusted Hosts with valid TAC tokens that are successfully resolved by the TAC Token Resolution Gateway, are authorized to access a Protected Resource. 
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Criteria to Determine Role(s) 
The following criteria can be used to determine what role (Trusted Host or Protected Resource) a particular network endpoint should be assigned: 
Trusted Hosts:  Any BlackRidge-authenticated network endpoint that is given access to a BlackRidge-

protected, network-attached asset, is by definition a Trusted Host. 
 A single network endpoint can be configured as Trusted Host or a Protected Resource, or 

both. 
 If the network endpoint is to only initiate outbound TCP/IP connection requests through 

its BlackRidge gateway, configure it as a Trusted Host. 
 If the network endpoint is to initiate both outbound TCP/IP connection requests and 

accept inbound TCP/IP connection requests through its BlackRidge gateway, configure it 
as both a Trusted Host and a Protected Resource. 

Protected Resources:  All networked attached assets (for example, servers and devices) that are protected by 
the BlackRidge gateway are by definition a Protected Resource. 

 A single network endpoint can be configured as Protected Resource or a Trusted Host, or 
both. 

 If the network endpoint is to only accept inbound TCP/IP connection requests through 
its BlackRidge gateway, configure it as a Protected Resource. 

 If the network endpoint is to both accept inbound TCP/IP connection requests and 
initiate outbound TCP/IP connection requests through its BlackRidge gateway, configure 
it as both a Protected Resource and a Trusted Host. 
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Design the Network Topology 
The following configuration is used as the basis for the procedures outlined in this document. It is used for illustration purposes only. All host names and network addresses contained in this guide are not intended to be representative of any real entity outside the scope of this guide or test lab environment.  
 

 
Figure 2.1 – Sample Topology Using BlackRidge BR-2210 Virtual TAC Gateways 
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Port Assignments for the BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway  
The following table contains the Ethernet port assignments on the BlackRidge BR-2110 Virtual TAC Gateways. 
Table 2.2– Port Assignment for BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Gateways  
 

VIRTUAL MACHINE  GATEWAY OS PORT LOGICAL PORT ASSIGNMENT 

BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway 
BlackRidge Release 3.0 

Port 1 U: Untrusted 
Port 2 T: Trusted 
Port 3 A: (Reserved for future use) 
Port 4 M: Management 

 
The U port must be used to connect the gateway to untrustworthy networks (for example, intranet and Internet). No network endpoint connected to these networks, are ever aware of the high-value assets that are protected by BlackRidge gateways—they are effectively cloaked. As a result, they are unable to establish TCP/IP connections to these Protected Resources.  
Note: For the BlackRidge 3.0 release, there is no TCP/IP address assigned to this port — it operates as a transparent bridge. 
The T port must be used to connect the gateway to the network endpoints (for example, laptops and PCs) that are deemed trustworthy. These Trusted Hosts are configured with the proper access and authorization rights to establish TCP/IP connections to the high-value, networked assets (for example, servers for payroll, accounting and intellectual property) protected by BlackRidge gateways.  
Note: For the BlackRidge 3.0 release, there is no TCP/IP address assigned to this port — it operates as a transparent bridge.  
The A port is not currently used and is reserved for future use. 
The M port can be used only after it has been configured by the Setup Wizard through the vSphere, or web client, and virtual console port. Thereafter, an SSH client, (PuTTY or equivalent) connection can be used to perform advanced administration through its command line interface (CLI).  
Note: The Setup Wizard is used to assign a TCP/IP address to this port. 
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VMware Virtual Switching 
The configuration used for this guide, comprises a bare-metal installation of one ESXi host and one VSphere client. The vSwitches are used for connectivity between the BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateways and the virtual machines.  
The instructions contained within this guide are written for experienced VMware system and network administrators. VMware knowledge and skills are required to set up configurations comprising either a combination of one or more vSwitches and a vSphere Distributed Switch (VDS), or VDS components only.  
Like most security appliances in a virtualized environment, the appliance has to be in-line with the devices it protects, which means some network topology changes may be necessary in a production setting. 
Virtual Switch Concepts and the BlackRidge Appliance 
The BlackRidge 1G Virtual TAC Gateways operate as transparent bridges. All traffic needs to pass through the appliance in order to authenticate the endpoints and to apply the correct policy to the network traffic. Thus we need to create virtual switching (vSwitch or VDS) that allows trusted VMs and protected VMs to attach to the gateways, much like some firewall, local routing, and host-only network configurations (See Figure 1). 
Promiscuous Mode Options and Best Practice Configuration 
Note:  The following security settings are required to meet our definition of Promiscuous Mode.    Under properties / security set Promiscuous Mode and Forged Transmits to Accept.  
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Figure 3.1  Example of Security setting for Promiscuous Mode 
 
The vSwitches attached to the Untrusted port (port 1) and the Trusted port (port 2) of the gateways must be in Promiscuous mode to enable the gateways to see all traffic (trusted and untrusted) bound for the Protected Resource(s). Connect the untrusted network to port 1 of the gateways; and connect the trusted network to port 2 of the gateways.  
For the purpose of a POC or test lab, you could put the entire vSwitch into Promiscuous mode. Note: This is not recommended for configurations in a production environment.  
It is recommended that you configure two port groups each for vSwitch 1, vSwitch 2 and vSwitch3, where one port group is put into Promiscuous mode and the other is configured for the default mode. The Promiscuous port group attaches to the BlackRidge Gateway (BRT GW in our example), while the non-Promiscuous port group attaches to all other non-BlackRidge device(s).  
Task: Create Virtual Switches  
Using the VSphere client, log into the ESXi host (or vCenter server) and create 4 vSwitches, based on the examples below.  
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vSwitch Configuration 
Our examples are based on installations of ESXi 5.5. vSwitch0 was created during the installation for VMkernel traffic. Switch numbering will be vSwitch(1 – 4), and is likely not to match your local environment. Also when creating specific Port Groups for the gateways, we use VS# BRT GW, where ‘#” is the vSwitch number identifying those port groups to be attached to BlackRidge Gateways. We also use VS# VM Network for standard VM Network ports, where “#” identifies each vSwitch. 

 Figure 3.2 – vSwitch (0 – 4) Configuration Example 
Note: We assume VMware administrators know their hardware configuration so that they can plug the physical ESXi NIC used on a vSwitch (for example, vSwitch1 or vSwitch4) into an external physical switch for connectivity into their management network.   
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vSwitch0 

 
Figure 3.3 – vSwitch0 Configuration 
This is the default switch that is provisioned when ESXi is installed. In this example, it has management and vMotion ports because this particular system is in a cluster. BlackRidge Technology does not use this vSwitch. 
vSwitch1 

 
Figure 3.4 – vSwitch1 Configuration 
This vSwitch connects the external network (for example, cloud or internet) and the VM host network. In Figure 2.2, two Port Groups have been created: a VS1 VM Network that any VM can attach to, and a Promiscuous Port Group, named VS1 BRT GW, that attaches to port 1 of the BlackRidge Gateways. There is also a physical adapter (vmnic4) that connects to a physical switch.  
vSwitch2 

 
Figure 3.5 – vSwitch2 Configuration   
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This vSwitch connects the Trusted Host to port 2 of Gateway-1. In Figure 2.2, two Port Groups have been created: VS2 VM Network, the standard VM Network Port Group to which the Trusted Host VMs are attached, and VS2 BRT GW, the Promiscuous Port Group to which port 2 of Gateway-1 is attached.  
vSwitch3 

 
Figure 3.6 – vSwitch3 Configuration 
This vSwitch connects the Protected Resources to port 2 of Gateway-2. In Figure 2, two Port Groups have been created: VS3 VM Network, the standard VM Network Port Group to which the Protected Resource VMs are attached, and VS3 BRT GW, the Promiscuous Port Group to which port 2 of Gateway-2 is attached. 
vSwitch4 

 
Figure 3.7 – vSwitch4 Configuration 
This vSwitch can be used for management and administration of the gateways after the initial configuration is done through the console. This allows connectivity through the ssh command 
from a VM on the local VM network attached to the ESXi physical adapter used for this vSwitch (management network).  
To maintain naming consistency, we have changed the default port name to VS4 BRT GW. This is a standard VM network port and should not be in Promiscuous mode. This vSwitch is needed for reaching the DNS and NTP servers (internal or external). If there are no virtual machines for those roles attached to vSwitch4, this functionality would be supplied by the network attached to the physical adapter on vSwitch4 (for example, vmnic5 in Figure 2). 
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Install Virtual Appliances 
Deploy Gateway-1 and Gateway-2 OVA Templates 
To deploy the BlackRidge gateways, use the standard Deploy OVF Template method by selecting the top bar menu of the VSphere client.  
Select File > Deploy OVF Template. 

 
Figure 3.8 – vSphere Client Deploy OVF Template   
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Select the path to the location of the OVA file you have downloaded or copied. Follow the standard procedure for deploying OVA/OVF templates to your ESXi host. 

 
Figure 3.9 – Deploy OVF Template Source 
During deployment, you are prompted for a name to apply to the new VM. In these examples we have used Gateway-1 for the token insertion gateway and Gateway-2 as the token resolution gateway. 
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Attach the VMs to Virtual Switches 
Task: Connect the BlackRidge BR-2110 (Gateway-1) 
 Edit the settings on the gateway VMs to establish network connections. 
From the left Inventory Pane of the VSphere client, right-click Gateway-1 and click Edit 
Settings.  
 
Note: This method of moving the mouse over the VM name, followed by a right mouse click to 
select the option (in this case, Edit Settings) is used for all modifications outlined in this section. 
 

 
Figure 3.10 – vSphere Client Edit Settings…   
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This results in the following screen: 

 
Figure 3.11 – Gateway-1 Virtual Machine Properties—Network Adapter 1 
Select Network adapter 1 and the Promiscuous port name on vSwitch 1 for the Untrusted 
network (in this case, VS1 BRT GW). Ensure that Connect at power on is selected. 
 
This creates the following configuration: 

 
Figure 3.12 – Gateway-1 Network Adapter 1 to vSwitch1 Configuration 
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Select Network adapter 2 and the Promiscuous port on vSwitch 2 for the Trusted Host network 
(in this case, VS2 BRT GW). Ensure that Connect at power on is selected. 

 
Figure 3.13 – Gateway-1 Virtual Machine Properties—Network Adapter 2 
This creates the following configuration: 

 
Figure 3.14 – Gateway-1 Network Adapter 2 to vSwitch2 Configuration 
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Network adapter 3 (port 3) is not used by BlackRidge Technology at this time. Set the Port 
Group to VS4 BRT GW. Ensure that the Connect at power on is cleared. 

 
Figure 3.15 – Gateway-1 Virtual Machine Properties—Network Adapter 3  
This creates the following configuration: 

 
Figure 3.16 – Gateway-1 Network Adapter 3 to vSwitch4 Configuration 
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Lastly, set Network adapter 4, which is our Admin network attached to vSwitch4. Select the  
VS4 BRT GW port group. 

 Figure 3.17 – Gateway-1 Virtual Machine Properties—Network Adapter 4  
This creates the following configuration: 

 
Figure 3.18 – Gateway-1 Network Adapter 4 to vSwitch4 Configuration 
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Task: Connect the BlackRidge BR-2110 (Gateway-2) 
Edit the settings on the gateway VMs to establish network connections. From the left Inventory 
Pane of the VSphere client, right-click Gateway-2, and click Edit Settings.  

 
Figure 3.19 – Gateway-2 Virtual Machine Properties—Network Adapter 1  
Select Network adapter 1 and the Promiscuous port name on vSwitch 1 for the Untrusted 
network (in this case, VS1 BRT GW). Ensure that Connect at power on is selected. 
 
This creates the following configuration: 

 
Figure 3.20 – Gateway-2 Network Adapter 1 to vSwitch1 Configuration   
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Select Network adapter 2 and the Promiscuous port on vSwitch 3 for the Protected Resource 
network (in this case, VS3 BRT GW). Ensure that Connect at power on is selected. 

 
Figure 3.21 – Gateway-2 Virtual Machine Properties—Network Adapter 2  
This creates the following configuration: 

 
Figure 3.22 – Gateway-2 Network Adapter 2 to vSwitch3 Configuration   
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Network adapter 3 (port 3) is not used by BlackRidge Technology at this time. Set the Port 
Group to VS4 BRT GW. Ensure that the Connect at power on checkbox is cleared. 
Figure 3.23 – Gateway-2 Virtual Machine Properties—Network Adapter 3 

 
This creates the following configuration: 

 
Figure 3.24 – Gateway-2 Network Adapter 3 to vSwitch4 Configuration   
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Lastly, set Network adapter 4, which is the administration network attached to vSwitch 4.  
Select the VS4 BRT GW port group. 

 Figure 3.25 – Gateway-2 Virtual Machine Properties—Network Adapter 4  
This creates the following configuration: 

 
Figure 3.26 – Gateway-2 Network Adapter 4 to vSwitch4 Configuration   
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Task: Connect the Test VMs to Network Topology 
This is an overview of how to connect the client VMs to the gateways that comprise the network topology. In this example, the following gateways have been created:  

 Trusted Host VM, named Trust1  
 Protected Resource VM, named Protect1 
 Unauthorized client VM, named Untrusted1 (This gateway is used to test the ability to 

hide and protect hosts and resources behind the gateways.)  
The Trusted Host VMs and the Protected Resource VMs must be on port 2 of the respective gateways. Ensure that they are attached to the correct ports on the vSwitch.  
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Task: Connect the Trusted Host(s) to Gateway-1 
From the left Inventory pane of the vSphere client, press right-click to select Trust1, and click Edit Settings. 
Select Network adapter 1 and the VM port name on vSwitch 2 for the Trusted Host network (in this case, VS2 VM Network). Ensure Connect at power on is selected.  

  Figure 3.27 – Trust1 Virtual Machine Properties—Network Adapter 1  This creates the following configuration: 

 
Figure 3.28 – Trust1 Network Adapter 1 to vSwitch2 Configuration 
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From the left Inventory pane of the vSphere client, right-click to select Protect1, and click Edit Settings.  

 Figure 3.29 – Protect1 Virtual Machine Properties—Network Adapter 1  Select Network adapter 1 and the VM port name on vSwitch 3 for Protected Resources (in this case, VS3 VM Network). Ensure Connect at power on is selected. 
This creates the following configuration: 

 
Figure 3.30 – Protect1 Network Adapter 1 to vSwitch3 Configuration 
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From the left Inventory pane of the vSphere client, right-click to select Untrusted1, and click Edit Settings.  

 Select Network adapter 1 and the VM port name on vSwitch 1 for the Untrusted network (in this case, VS1 VM Network). Ensure Connect at power on is selected. 
Figure 3.31 – Untrusted1 Virtual Machine Properties—Network Adapter 1 
This creates the following configuration: 

 
Figure 3.32 – Untrusted1 Network Adapter 1 to vSwitch1 Configuration 
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At this point, verify that your configuration is as follows: 
 

  
Figure 3.33 – vSphere Client—Final Configuration 
 

 vSwitch1 - Both Gateway VMs are attached through Promiscuous Port Group VS1 BRT GW. The 
Untrusted Host VM (Untrusted1) is attached to the normal VS1 VM Network port group. 

 vSwitch2 – The Token Insertion Gateway VM (Gateway-1) is attached through Promiscuous Port 
Group VS2 BRT GW. The Trusted Host VM (Trust1) is attached to the normal VS2 VM Network 
port group.  

 vSwitch3 – The Token Resolution Gateway VM (Gateway-2) is attached through Promiscuous 
Port Group VS3 BRT GW. And the Protected Resource VM (Protect1) is attached through the 
normal VS3 VM Network port group. 

 vSwitch4 – For the administration network, both gateways are attached through the normal  
VS4 BRT GW port group. 
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SECTION IV   
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Access the BlackRidge BR-2110 Virtual TAC Gateways 
Task: Power on the Gateways 
For each gateway, right-click, and select Power on. 

 Figure 4.1 – Power on Gateways 
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Task: Connect the Administration Console  
Open the administrative console for each BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway.  

 
Figure 4.2 – Open Console for Gateway-1 
Right-click the name of the gateway, and select Open Console. The following example is for Gateway-1. To open the console for Gateway-2, perform the same procedure. 
Once done, a new console window is opened for the selected gateway. 

 
Figure 4.3 –Login Console 
Proceed to section V, Run the Setup Wizard on the BlackRidge Gateways. 

BlackRidge Gateway-1 ttyS0 
Gateway-1 login: 
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SECTION V  
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Run the Setup Wizard on the BlackRidge Gateways 
Task: Log into the BlackRidge Gateway 
Log into the gateway using the default account admin with the default password admin as 
illustrated below: 

 Figure 5.1 – Screen capture of the admin login process on this gateway 
Task: Agree to the Terms of the License Agreement  
If this is the first time BlackRidge gateway is booted, the BlackRidge License Agreement displays upon login and prompts for an agreement with its terms. If you agree, you will be prompted to run the Setup Wizard at this time.   
  
Welcome to the initial configuration of your BlackRidge appliance! 
Note that continuing signifies that you accept the terms of the 
BlackRidge license agreement. Type “r” to read the license agreement 
(the text is also available at any time using the /etc/license/eula 
CLI command). 
Do you agree to the terms of the license agreement? (y/n/r): y 

 
Figure 5.2 – Screen capture of the BlackRidge License Agreement for this gateway 
 
Enter y to indicate agreement with the terms of the license agreement. 
Note: Enter r to display the license agreement. 
  

 
BlackRidge Gateway-1 ttyS0 
Gateway-1 login: admin 
Password: 
Connecting to dispatcher... 
Connected. 
BlackRidge Bridge 
Model BR-2110 Version 3.0.0.4619 Build Date Wed Aug 31 12:13:32 PDT 
2016   
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Task: Execute the Setup Wizard on the Gateway 
The following procedure details the steps of the Setup Wizard.  

 Figure 5.3 – Screen capture of invoking the Setup Wizard on this gateway  Enter y to indicate that the Setup Wizard is to be invoked at this time.  
Note: It is recommended that you know what network settings are appropriate for your local 
environment before running the Setup Wizard.  
If you opt not to execute the Setup Wizard at this time, you can run it at a later time, using the 
setup command. Executing the setup command through the CLI is an alternate method for 
starting the Setup Wizard.  
Note: All the user-defined values can be changed after the Setup Wizard has completed the 
initial configuration. This is done through a variety of commands executed through the CLI. 

Task: Change the Administrator Password 
Caution: It is strongly recommended that you change the default password for the admin 
account.  

 Figure 5.4 – Screen capture of changing the admin password for this gateway  Enter y to indicate that the default password is to be changed at this point. If the default 
password is not changed at this time through the Setup Wizard, it can be changed at a later 
time with the password command.  
 
 

 
You may proceed with the configuration of your appliance using this 
Setup Wizard, or quit and go directly to the CLI. 
Do you want to continue using the Setup Wizard? (y/n): y 

 
---------Change Administrator Password--------- 
Do you want to change your password now? (y/n): y  
Changing password for admin. 
(current) UNIX password: 
Enter new UNIX password: 
Retype new UNIX password: 
passwd: password updated successfully 
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Task: Configure the Management Port 
To configure the management port, assign user-defined values to the following network attributes: 

 IP address: 192.168.1.42 
 Network mask: 255.255.0.0 
 Default gateway: 192.168.1.1 
 Primary DNS server: 8.8.8.8 
 Secondary DNS server: 8.8.4.4 
 Tertiary DNS server: (no values provided; press Return key) 

Note: The preceding values are examples only. You must provide user-defined values specific to your own local environment.  
The following is an example of configuring the Management Port using the Setup Wizard. After assigning values to the various properties, you are given an opportunity to make revisions by entering n at the Correct? prompt: 
 
 
--------Management Port Configuration---------- 
Enable DHCP? (y/n): n 
IP address [0.0.0.0]: 192.168.1.42 
Network mask [255.255.255.0]: 255.255.0.0 
Default gateway [0.0.0.0]: 192.168.1.1 
Primary DNS server: 8.8.8.8 
Secondary DNS server (optional): 8.8.4.4 
Tertiary DNS server (optional): 
Please confirm the following information: 
                  DHCP: No 
            IP Address: 192.168.1.42 
          Network mask: 255.255.0.0 
            Gateway IP: 192.168.1.1 
    Primary DNS server: 8.8.8.8 
  Secondary DNS server: 8.8.4.4 
   Tertiary DNS server: 
Correct? (y/n): y 
The DNS servers were set successfully. 
NTP was successfully restarted. 
Admin port settings changed. 

Figure 5.5 – Screen capture for configuring the Management Port 
 Note: These values can be changed at a later time through the CLI.  
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Task: Create a Host Name and Domain Name for the Gateway 
The Setup Wizard prompts you to create a host name. The value Gateway-1 is for example only. It is recommended that you assign a host name that is meaningful and appropriate for your local needs. This can be changed at a later time through the CLI. 
The Setup Wizard also prompts you to create a domain name.  The value brt.com is for example only. This domain name and host name is used for addressing the gateway through a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) and must be resolvable through DNS. It is recommended that you assign a domain name that is meaningful and appropriate for your local needs. This can be changed at a later time through the CLI.  

  Figure 5.6 – Screen capture for assigning host name and domain name values 
 

Task: Configure Date and Time 
The Setup Wizard prompts you to configure the date and time. In the event the NTP servers are not reachable, you may have to manually set the date and time if they are inaccurate. If the date and time are correct, enter n to indicate that the date and time are not to be changed. The 
date and time can be changed at a later time through the CLI.  
When setting the time for a pair of gateways, the clocks must be within 4 seconds of each other. Failure to synchronize the clocks in this manner can result in the gateways malfunctioning. 

Figure 5.7 – Screen capture of not configuring the date and time 

 
---------Date and Time Configuration--------- 
Proper operation of TAC is highly dependent upon clock 
synchronization among all participating devices. Use of the Network 
Time Protocol (NTP) is mandatory. First, set the local system clock 
to the current date/time, then configure additional NTP servers as 
necessary (the default NTP servers may not be reachable from your 
location). Please note that the clock should be set to Universal 
Coordinated Time (UTC), not the local time zone. 
Current Date/Time: 
Tue Aug 23 13:41:07 UTC 2016 
Do you want to change the Date/Time? (y/n): n 
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Task: Configure the NTP Server(s)  
The Setup Wizard prompts you to configure the NTP server(s). Enter n to indicate that NTP 
server(s) are not to be changed. This option can be changed at a later time through the CLI.  
 
 
Current NTP Configuration: 
server 0.us.pool.ntp.org iburst 
server 1.us.pool.ntp.org iburst 
server 2.us.pool.ntp.org iburst 
server 3.us.pool.ntp.org iburst 
Do you want to change the NTP servers? (y/n): n 

Figure 5.8 – Screen capture for accepting the default NTP server(s) 
 

Task: Complete the Initial Configuration  
Once all of the previous tasks have been completed, the initial configuration of the BlackRidge TAC Gateway is saved.  
Note: All changes to the configuration are lost after a reboot. To preserve all changes, you must enter the save command. 
 
-------------------------------- 
Saving Configuration Configuration saved 
-------------------------------- 
 Congratulations! You have successfully completed the initial configuration of your appliance. This Setup Wizard can be invoked at any time using the global command 'setup' 
The RSA key fingerprint for SSH is: 
e1:ff:66:3c:5d:7b:fd:5d:a2:3e:5b:cf:31:cc:2e:66 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 

Figure 5.9 – Screen capture for saving the initial configuration  
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Validate the Initial Configuration of the Gateways 
After the gateway has been configured through the Setup Wizard, ensure that configuration is as expected and that the gateway is accessible through the TCP/IP network. 
Note: All the commands outlined in this verification procedure should be executed through the virtual console first, and then through the PuTTY SSH connection through the Management port.  
Task: Set CLI Timeout and Pager Control 
There is an inactivity timer associated with your admin login session. If no commands are entered within this short period, you will be logged out.  
A pager parameter controls screen pagination. Pager=yes, enables the pager. This parameter controls pagination of CLI output. When enabled, command output will fill the display and pause with the following prompt: 
-- MORE -- (q or <ESC> to quit)  
The command output will continue to display once the user presses the Enter key or the Space bar. 
Pager=no, disables the pager. When it is disabled, the command output will continue to fill the display without stopping. Some output may roll off the screen if the amount of output exceeds the display capacity of the monitor. 
Step 1: To disable the inactivity timer and disable the pager, enter the following command at the system prompt as illustrated below: 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /etc/cli timeout=0 pager=no 
 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /etc/cli timeout=0 pager=no Changed admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/>  
Figure 6.1 – Screen capture for disabling the CLI timeout and pager for this gateway 
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Task: Verify Management Network Settings  
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /etc/mgt/show 
Active Settings: 
port4   Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:90:0b:1c:a8:f1        inet addr:192.168.4.42  Bcast:192.168.4.255        Mask:255.255.255.0        UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1        RX packets:376905 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0        TX packets:10195 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0        collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000        RX bytes:44096527 (44.0 MB)  TX bytes:749952 (749.9 KB)        Interrupt:19 Memory:fe9e0000-fea00000 
Persistent IPv4 Settings:     # IP                   Netmask          Gateway     4 192.168.4.42         255.255.255.0    192.168.4.1 
Persistent IPv6 Settings:     # IP                   Prefix           Gateway 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 

Figure 6.2 – Screen capture for verifying network settings 
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Task: Ping the Router for the Gateway  
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /etc/net/ping 192.168.4.1 
PING 192.168.4.1 (192.168.4.1) 56(84) bytes of data. 
64 bytes from 192.168.4.1: icmp_req=1 ttl=64 time=0.090 ms 64 bytes from 192.168.4.1: icmp_req=2 ttl=64 time=0.060 ms 64 bytes from 192.168.4.1: icmp_req=3 ttl=64 time=0.059 ms 64 bytes from 192.168.4.1: icmp_req=4 ttl=64 time=0.066 ms 
^C 
--- 192.168.4.1 ping statistics --- 
4 packets transmitted, 4 received, 0% packet loss, time 2997ms rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.059/0.068/0.090/0.016 ms 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 

Figure 6.3 – Screen capture for executing the ping command to the router configured for this gateway 
Task: Verify DNS Configuration  
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /etc/dns/show 
# Dynamic resolv.conf(5) file for glibc resolver(3) generated by resolvconf(8) 
#     DO NOT EDIT THIS FILE BY HAND -- YOUR CHANGES WILL BE OVERWRITTEN 
nameserver 192.168.4.4  admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 

Figure 6.4 – Screen capture for verifying the DNS configuration 
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Task: Ping the DNS Server  
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /etc/net/ping 192.168.4.4 
PING 192.168.4.4 (192.168.4.4) 56(84) bytes of data. 
64 bytes from 192.168.4.4: icmp_req=1 ttl=64 time=25 ms 64 bytes from 192.168.4.4: icmp_req=1 ttl=64 time=23 ms 64 bytes from 192.168.4.4: icmp_req=1 ttl=64 time=21 ms 64 bytes from 192.168.4.4: icmp_req=1 ttl=64 time=26 ms 
^C 
--- 8.8.8.8 ping statistics --- 
4 packets transmitted, 4 received, 0% packet loss, time 2997ms rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 21/23.75/26/0.00 ms 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 

Figure 6.5 – Screen capture for executing the ping command to the DNS server 
Task: Ping an Internal Host by Domain Name  
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /etc/net/ping THost10.testlab.local 
PING THost10.testlab.local (192.168.4.4) 56(84) bytes of data. 
64 bytes from 192.168.4.4: icmp_req=1 ttl=64 time=25 ms 64 bytes from 192.168.4.4: icmp_req=1 ttl=64 time=23 ms 64 bytes from 192.168.4.4: icmp_req=1 ttl=64 time=21 ms 64 bytes from 192.168.4.4: icmp_req=1 ttl=64 time=26 ms 
^C 
--- 192.168.4.4 ping statistics --- 
4 packets transmitted, 4 received, 0% packet loss, time 2997ms rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 21/23.75/26/0.00 ms 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 

Figure 6.6 – Screen capture for executing the ping command to an internal DNS host   
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Task: Ping an External Host by Domain Name  
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /etc/net/ping google.com 
PING google.com (173.194.33.174) 56(84) bytes of data. 
64 bytes from sea09s18-in-f14.1e100.net (173.194.33.174): icmp_req=1 ttl=56 time=13.0 ms 
64 bytes from sea09s18-in-f14.1e100.net (173.194.33.174): icmp_req=2 ttl=56 time=13.4 ms 
^C 
--- google.com ping statistics --- 
2 packets transmitted, 2 received, 0% packet loss, time 1001ms 
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 13.024/13.249/13.474/0.225 ms 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 

Figure 6.7 – Screen capture for executing the ping command to an external DNS host 
Note: Depending on network restrictions, this command may not work if no external route is available (for example, a self-contained test lab). 
Task: Verify NTP Host Configuration 
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /etc/net/ntp/server/show 
server 0.us.pool.ntp.org iburst 
server 1.us.pool.ntp.org iburst 
server 2.us.pool.ntp.org iburst 
server 3.us.pool.ntp.org iburst 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 

Figure 6.8 – Screen capture for verifying the NTP host configuration 
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Task: Verify Communication with the NTP Hosts 
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> / etc/net/ntp/health/show 
remote  refid  st t when poll reach   delay   offset  jitter 
==================================================================== 
*clock.xmission. .GPS.    1 u  860 1024  377   41.675   -3.845   7.917 
+helium.constant 132.163.4.102    2 u  930 1024  377   95.511    2.457   2.601 
-oxygen.neersigh 127.67.113.92    2 u  585 1024  377   28.636    3.046   4.235 
+bisesa.kakaopor 199.102.46.75    2 u  720 1024  377   52.045    1.491   2.347 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 

Figure 6.9 – Screen capture for verifying communication with NTP hosts 
Task: Verify Correct Date and Time 
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /etc/time/show 
Mon May 16 10:36:12 UTC 2016 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 

Figure 6.10 – Screen capture for verifying date and time 
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Task: Verify the Software Version 
To verify the BlackRidge software version, enter the following command at the system prompt as illustrated below: 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> version 
 

admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> version Base Version: 3.0.0.1_1 Firmware Version: 3.0.0.4619 Database Version: 9.0.8 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/>  

Figure 6.11 – Screen capture for displaying the software version for this gateway 
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Initiate a BlackRidge Certificate Signing Request (CSR) 
For security and protection purposes, each BlackRidge TAC Gateway must have a valid certificate, signed by BlackRidge Technology, before it can operate in production. The following procedure outlines the steps that must be completed in order to acquire and load the signed certificate. 
CSR Prerequisites – The procedures outlined in sections IV and V of this Setup Guide must be completed and verified before attempting to initiate a CSR with BlackRidge Technology. The Setup Wizard, introduced in section IV, was used to configure the prerequisite networking attributes of the gateway, including the host name, IP address, and DNS configuration for the management port on the BlackRidge TAC Gateway.  
As indicated throughout section IV, the networking attributes can also be configured through the command line interface (CLI). For your convenience, excerpts of the CLI commands used to configure the various host and networking attributes from the BlackRidge 3.0 Command Reference are included in appendices B – D of this Setup Guide. 
Each BlackRidge TAC Gateway must be properly configured with the following: 

 Static or DHCP generated IP address (IPv4 or IPv6) 
 BlackRidge TAC Gateway hostname 
 Default gateway 
 DNS 

Caution: The IP address of the BlackRidge TAC Gateway management port is used as an additional security feature when generating certificate keys. Changing the IP address of the management port invalidates existing BlackRidge Technology certificates. Please contact BlackRidge Support when changing the IP address of the management port of the BlackRidge TAC Gateway that has certificates signed by BlackRidge Technology.  
Customer Site Requirements – Using the procedures and tools provided in this Setup Guide, the customer must have the following before initiating a CSR with BlackRidge Technology: 

 Network access to the management port of each BlackRidge TAC Gateway 
 A computer system running either Bitvise or Secure Copy Protocol (SCP) 
 Customer point-of-contact information to transfer the certificates securely 
 Customer Name 
 Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) for the BlackRidge TAC Gateway  

Note: If no FQDN is configured, the customer can use hostname.customer, where 
hostname is the value assigned during the Setup Wizard or through the CLI, and 
customer is the actual name of the customer initiating the CSR. 

 Hostname of the BlackRidge TAC Gateway 
 IP address of the management port of the BlackRidge TAC Gateway 
 Site contact information, such as the name, e-mail address and daytime telephone 

number of the point person 
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Task: Generate BlackRidge TAC Gateway Keys 
The customer or onsite systems engineer (SE) generates keys unique to the BlackRidge TAC Gateway prior to initiating a CSR. For example: 
 
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/certificate 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/certificate/> genkeys 
Existing keys will be overwritten; proceed (y/n)? y 
genkeys command was successful 
 

Figure 7.1 – Screen capture for generating the BlackRidge TAC Gateway keys 
 

Task: Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) 
The customer or onsite SE generates a CSR by executing the gencsr command.  
Note: The entire output from the gencsr command must be copied and included in the e-mail that is sent to BlackRidge Technology. In the example below, a string of Xs is used as placeholders for the actual hashed output. 
 
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/certificate 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/certificate/> gencsr 
A CSR was found on the system. Select y to generate a new CSR or n to display the existing CSR (y/n) y 
 -----BEGIN NEW CERTIFICATE REQUEST----- XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX -----END NEW CERTIFICATE REQUEST-----  
gencsr command was successful 
 

Figure 7.2 – Screen capture for generating the Certificate Signing Request (CSR) 
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Note: The system will notify the administrator in the event a CSR already exists, and will prompt 
the administrator to display the existing CSR or overwrite it. The example above shows the CSR 
being overwritten. 
The customer is now required to copy the entire output of the gencsr command:   -----BEGIN NEW CERTIFICATE REQUEST----- XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX -----END NEW CERTIFICATE REQUEST-----  
The customer must include the entire output in an e-mail, with subject heading of Certificate Signature Request, and addressed to certificate_requests@blackridge.us. 
BlackRidge Technology will generate the signed certificates, encrypt and forward to the customer point-of-contact for that site. 
Once the signed BlackRidge Technology certificates are received, the customer will contact BlackRidge Technology Support to get the decryption key for the certificate files. Note: The 
certificates are contained within an encrypted .zip file generated by 7-zip.  
Loading the BlackRidge Technology-Signed Certificates 
The following steps demonstrate the process of loading certificates into the BlackRidge TAC Gateway. 
Task: Extract the Encrypted Certificate File 
Step 1: Download and install 7-zip (or equivalent software).  
Step 2: Extract the .zip file using the password supplied by BlackRidge Technology Support. 
BlackRidge will provide two certificates: (1) a .pem file containing the Root and Intermediary 
signed certificates and (2) a .txt file, which contains the BlackRidge TAC Gateway-specific certificate.    
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Step 3: Select the certificate file, and right-click Extract files. 
 
 

  
Figure 7.3 – Screen capture selecting the certificate file 
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Step 4: Enter the BlackRidge-supplied password to decrypt the file. 
 
 

 
Figure 7.4 – Screen capture for entering the password supplied by BlackRidge Technology Support. 
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Step 5: The Certificates are now ready to deploy to your TAC Gateway. 
 
 

 
Figure 7.5 – Screen capture of the certificates now ready to deploy to the Customer’s BlackRidge TAC Gateway 
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Importing Certificates into TAC Gateway 
The TAC Gateway requires two separate certificate files to populate the signed certificates. 
Task: Import the Root and Intermediate Certificates 
The following is an example of importing the Root and Intermediate certificates. The values used are for illustration purposes only. Customers must use values that are unique to their own environment. 
 
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/certificate 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/certificate/> ca-import user=user host=192.168.2.29 filename=BlackRidgeSample_ca_chain.pem path=/Blackridge/Certs/164/ 
The authenticity of host '192.168.2.29 (192.168.2.29)' can't be established. 
ECDSA key fingerprint is 5f:fa:0e:0d:bc:1d:54:65:4a:dc:a9:ba:72:3b:f9:01. 
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes 
Password: 
BlackRidgeSample_ca_chain.pem                           100%  2410     2.4KB/s   00:00 
File transferred successfully. 
 

Figure 7.6 – Screen capture of importing the Root and Intermediate Certificates 
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Task: Import the BlackRidge TAC Gateway Certificates 
The following is an example of importing the BlackRidge TAC Gateway certificates. The values used are for illustration purposes only. Customers must use values that are unique to their own environment. 
 
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/certificate 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/certificate/> import user=<remote_user> host=<remote_host> [port=<remote_port>] filename=<remote_certificate_file_name> path=<remote_path_to_file> 
admin@GW3[bump0]:/etc/certificate/> import user=user host=192.168.2.29 filename=SampleCustomerGateway123.txt path=/Blackridge/Certs/164/ 
Password: 
SampleCustomerGateway123.txt                           100%  1400     1.4KB/s   00:00 
File transferred successfully. 
 

Figure 7.7 – Screen capture of importing the BlackRidge TAC Gateway Certificates 
 
Task: Validate the BlackRidge TAC Gateway Certificates 
The following is an example of validating the BlackRidge TAC Gateway certificates. The values used are for illustration purposes only. Customers must use values that are unique to their own environment. 
 
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/certificate 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/certificate/> verify 
Certificates successfully verified. 
 

Figure 7.8 – Screen capture of validating the imported BlackRidge TAC Gateway Certificates 
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Set Transport Access Control (TAC) Mode of Operation 
The TAC Gateways have three modes of operation that are configurable through the 
/context/tac CLI command.  
Bridge Mode – The Gateway acts like a transparent bridge or switch and passes traffic from the Untrusted port (Port 1 of Gateway) to the Trusted port (Port 2 of Gateway) and vice versa. It does not insert or authenticate tokens or protect any resources. When the BlackRidge Gateway is initially powered on, it will be in bridge mode. The first step to complete after the gateway is 
physically installed is to verify network connectivity by executing the ping command. This should be done while the gateway is still in bridge mode.  
Monitor Mode - The TAC Gateway inserts tokens on behalf of Trusted Hosts and authenticates tokens on behalf of Protected Resources, but does not enforce policy (forward or discard packets). The second step to complete is to configure the gateway with customer-specific requirements, and then set the gateway to monitor mode.  
Only after successfully testing the configuration is the gateway to be set to enforce mode. This is an important step before moving to enforce mode because, if something is wrong, customer traffic could be dropped, causing application failure or at-risk resources (resources thought to be protected are actually not protected). 
By setting the monitor TAC mode on the gateway, these issues can be resolved without causing a network outage or disruption.  
Enforce Mode – Enforce mode adds to the functionality of monitor mode by also enforcing policy to either forward or discard packets.  
When a Trusted Host accesses a Protected Resource, the gateway it is attached to (token insertion gateway) inserts a token into the TCP header SEQ field. Traffic is then forwarded to the other gateway through the Internet or customer Intranet.  
The receiving gateway (token resolution gateway) then checks to see if the received token is a valid token in the token cache. If the token is in the token cache, additional checks are performed to resolve token collisions and to ensure network endpoint authentication and authorization. 
Once a token has been unambiguously resolved to an identity, the policy associated with the identity is obtained and applied to the TCP/IP connection request. Tokens are not inserted for Untrusted Hosts and are not authenticated for Unprotected Resources.  
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Task: Display TAC Mode 
Display the current TAC mode of operation for Gateway-1. 
 
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /context/show 
Context name          : bump0 
Context comment       : 
TAC mode              : Enforce 
MISC SETTINGS 
  Max anonymous connections: 100 
  Timer period        : 3 
  Wait time           : 3600 
  Hash source port    : enable 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 

Figure 8.1 – Screen capture for displaying TAC mode 
 

Task: Set TAC Mode as “Bridge” 
Set the TAC mode of operation to bridge.   
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /context/tac bridge 
Bridge Mode enabled successfully. 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /context/show 
Context name          : bump0 
Context comment       : 
TAC mode              : Bridge 
MISC SETTINGS 
  Max anonymous connections: 100 
  Timer period        : 3 
  Wait time           : 3600 
  Hash source port    : enable 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 

Figure 8.2 – Screen capture for setting bridge TAC mode on Gateway-1 and executing the 
show command 

Note: Gateways are configured at the factory to operate in bridge mode as the default mode before they are shipped.  
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Task: Set the TAC Mode as “Monitor”  
Set the TAC mode of operation to monitor.  
 
 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /context/tac monitor 
Monitor Mode enabled successfully. 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /context/show 
Context name          : bump0 
Context comment       : 
TAC mode              : Monitor 
MISC SETTINGS 
  Max anonymous connections: 100 
  Timer period        : 3 
  Wait time           : 3600 
  Hash source port    : enable 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 

Figure 8.3 – Screen capture for setting ‘monitor’ TAC mode on Gateway-1 and the show 
command 
 

Task: Set the TAC Mode as “Enforce”  
Set the TAC mode of operation to enforce.  

Figure 8.4 – Screen capture for setting ‘enforce’ TAC mode on Gateway-1 and the show 
command 

 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /context/tac enforce 
Enforce Mode enabled successfully. 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> /context/show 
Context name          : bump0 
Context comment       : 
TAC mode              : Enforce 
MISC SETTINGS 
  Max anonymous connections: 100 
  Timer period        : 3 
  Wait time           : 3600 
  Hash source port    : enable 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
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Congratulations 
You have successfully accomplished the following: 

 Identified resource requirements for setting up the gateways. 
 Selected resources to trust and protect within your environment. 
 Designed a network topology to integrate the BlackRidge Technology solution. 
 Cabled and connected the gateways to your Trusted and Untrusted networks. 
 Configured the requisite Virtual Console connection to the gateway. 
 Executed the Setup Wizard to complete the initial configuration of the gateway. 
 Initiated and completed the Certificate Signing Request (CSR) procedure, and now have 

BlackRidge Technology-signed certificates for your configured BlackRidge TAC Gateways. 
At this point, all the necessary tasks for getting your gateway operational and connected to the network have been successfully completed. The BlackRidge signed certificates are now imported on each of the BlackRidge TAC Gateways, and they are now ready for network access and operation. 
The procedures outlined in this Setup Guide must be performed on every BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway. At a minimum, you must configure two BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateways (one gateway to insert the TAC security tokens, and the other to resolve the TAC security tokens and apply the security policies) in order to use the BlackRidge solution to safeguard your high-value assets. 
Once you have successfully completed the initial configuration of the BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateways for your environment, you must proceed with the next phase of the configuration process.  
To continue the configuration process, please refer to the BlackRidge Gateway - Quick Start Guide. It provides instructions to configure Static Identities for unidirectional authentication and cloaking for all network communications between designated IPv4-based network endpoints (for example, laptops and servers) that are connected through the BlackRidge  BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateways just configured.   
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Appendix A: Accessing the BlackRidge Gateway (SSH)  
Using PuTTY and SSH to Access the Gateways 
Initial configuration of the BlackRidge BR-2110 1G Virtual TAC Gateway must be done through the Virtual Console port.  
After the initial configuration of the BlackRidge gateway has been completed through the Setup 
Wizard, you can use the SSH command to connect to the gateway through port 4, the M port, to perform subsequent administration and configuration tasks. 
It is recommended that you determine what subnet and netmask values are appropriate for your local network environment before performing this task.  
Step 1: Ensure that the computer used to perform the following procedure is connected on the 
same network as your gateways so that you can use SSH to connect to them as opposed to using the virtual console. 
Step 2: Open another PuTTY session. 

Figure B.1 – PuTTY Settings for SSH Connection to Gateway-1 
Step 3: When you start the PuTTY program it opens the PuTTY Configuration screen. Click Session at the top of the configuration hierarchy displayed in the Category: section of the left window pane.    
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Step 4: Under the Basic options for your PuTTY session section, located on the right window 
pane, enter your site-specific, user-defined IP address (for example, 192.168.1.42), the address previously assigned to the Management Port for BlackRidge gateway (Gateway-1), in the window labeled Host Name (or IP address).  
Step 5: Enter 22 in the window labeled Port. 
Step 6: Select the SSH connection type. 
Step 7: Click Open to open an SSH connection to the management port on Gateway-1. 
Now you can do all your administration and configuration through this SSH connection should you decide to discontinue using the virtual console.  
If you want to create an SSH connection to BlackRidge Gateway (GW2), repeat steps 1 – 7 with 
your site-specific, user-defined IP address for the Management Port on Gateway-2 (for 
example, 192.168.1.43). 
To continue with the configuration of the BlackRidge gateways, see the current version of the 
BlackRidge Gateway Quick Start Guide.  
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Note: You may get the following warning: 

 
Figure B.2 – rsa2 Key Fingerprint Warning 
Step 8: Click Yes to update your PuTTY cache. You will be prompted with the following: 
 
 
Login as: admin 
admin@192.168.1.42’s password: 
Connecting to dispatcher... 
Connected. 
BlackRidge Bridge 
Model BR-2110 Version 3.0.0.4619 Build Date Wed Aug 31 12:13:32 PDT 
2016 
WARNING: Your password is currently still set to the factory default! 
Change it for security reasons. 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 
Step 9: Log in with the default admin account using the default or user-defined password. 
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Appendix B: CLI Commands for Configuring the IP Network Attributes of the BlackRidge TAC Gateway 
Configure DHCP Network Settings for the Management Port  
Configure the IPv4 network settings of the management port.  
Note: DHCP works for IPv4 and IPv6 protocols provided they are configured with it enabled. 
DHCP can only be enabled through the /etc/mgt/ipv4 command. IPv6 must be configured in order to obtain a dynamic IPv6 address. 
Authorization  
admin | netadm  
Syntax  
cfg [dhcp=<yes|no>] ip=<ip_address> mask=<netmask> gw=<gateway>  
 
ARGUMENTS DEFINITIONS 
dhcp Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 
ip IPv4 address of the management port 
mask Network mask 
gw Default gateway  

Example (DHCP) 
admin@Gateway-1 [bump0]:/> cd etc/mgt/ipv4 
admin@Gateway-1 [bump0]:/etc/mgt/ipv4/> cfg dhcp=yes 
Active Settings: 
port4      Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:90:0b:3a:0a:29 
          inet addr:192.168.0.209  Bcast:192.168.0.255  Mask:255.255.255.0 
          inet6 addr: 2602:306:c447:9edf:290:bff:fe3a:a29/64 Scope:Global 
          inet6 addr: fe80::290:bff:fe3a:a29/64 Scope:Link 
          inet6 addr: 2602:306:c447:9edf:c66:5738:e76b:8fb1/64    
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Scope:Global 
          UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1 
          RX packets:402 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0 
          TX packets:270 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0 
          collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000 
          RX bytes:51286 (51.2 KB)  TX bytes:31262 (31.2 KB) 
Persistent IPv4 Settings: 
    # DHCP       IP         Netmask          Gateway 
    4 Enabled    <None>     <None>           <None> 
Persistent IPv6 Settings: 
    #  IP                   Prefix           Gateway 
Admin port settings changed.  
cfg (static IP) - Configure IPv4 Network Settings for the Management Port  
Configure the IPv4 network settings of the management port.  
Authorization  
admin | netadm  
Syntax  
cfg ip=<ip_address> mask=<netmask> gw=<gateway>  
 
ARGUMENTS DEFINITIONS 
dhcp Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 
ip IPv4 address of the management port 
mask Network mask 
gw Default gateway  

Example (Static IP) 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/mgt/ipv4 admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/mgt/ipv4> cfg ip=192.168.4.200 mask=255.255.255.0 gw=192.168.4.1 
Admin port settings changed.   
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/etc/mgt/ipv6/ – Configure an IPv6 Address on the admin Port 
add – Associate IPv6 Addresses with the Management Port 
Configure an IPv6 address on the management port.  
Authorization  
admin | netadm  
Syntax  
add ip=<ip_address> prefix=<prefix_length> gw=<default_gateway>  
 
ARGUMENTS DEFINITIONS 
ip IPv6 address of the management port 
prefix IPv6 address prefix 
gw Default gateway (optional) 

Example 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/mgt/ipv6  admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/mgt/ipv6> add ip=fe80::290:bff:fe1c:c961 prefix=64 
IPv6 address added successfully. 
del – Remove IPv6 Addresses from the Management Port 
Remove an IPv6 address from the management port.  
Authorization  
admin | netadm  
Syntax  
del ip=<ip_address>   
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ARGUMENTS DEFINITIONS 
ip IPv6 address of the management port 

Example 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/mgt/ipv6  admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/mgt/ipv6> del ip=fe80::290:bff:fe1c:c961 
IPv6 address deleted successfully. 
disable – Disable IPv6 on the Admin Port 
Disable IPv6 on the admin port. 
Authorization  
admin | netadm  
Syntax  
disable  
Arguments 
None. 
Example 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/mgt/ipv6  admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/mgt/ipv6> disable 
IPv6 disabled successfully. 
enable – Enable IPv6 on the Admin Port 
Enable IPv6 on the admin port. 
Authorization  
admin | netadm  
Syntax  
enable  
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Arguments 
None. 
Example 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/mgt/ipv6  admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/mgt/ipv6> enable 
IPv6 enabled successfully. 

mod – Modify IPv6 Address on the Admin Port 
Modify an IPv6 address on the admin port.  
Authorization  
admin | netadm  
Syntax  
mod current_ip=<current_address> new_ip=<new_address> [new_prefix=<new_prefix_length>] [new_gw=<new_default_gateway>]  
 
ARGUMENTS DEFINITIONS 
current_ip Current IPv6 address of the management port 
new_ip Replacement IPv6 address of the management port 
new_prefix Replacement IPv6 address prefix 
new_gw Replacement IPv6 address prefix  

Example 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/mgt/ipv6  admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/mgt/ipv6> mod current_ip=fe80::290:bff:fe1c:c961 new_ip=fe80::290:bff:fe1c:c961 new_prefix=32 
IPv6 address modded successfully. 
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Appendix C: CLI Commands for Configuring the DNS Network Attributes of the BlackRidge TAC Gateway 
/etc/dns/ - DNS Configuration 
This directory contains commands for configuring up to three DNS servers for the management port on the gateway.  
cfg - Configure DNS  
Configure up to three distinct DNS servers. 
Authorization  
admin | netadm  
Syntax  
cfg dns1=<server_1> dns2=<server_2> dns3=<server_3>  
 

ARGUMENTS DEFINITIONS 
dns{1-3} The IP address of up to three DNS servers. These will be tried in order, beginning with dns1 

Example 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/dns  admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/dns> cfg dns1=8.8.8.8 dns2=8.8.4.4 dns3=8.8.8.4 
The DNS servers were set successfully. 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/dns/> show 
# Dynamic resolv.conf(5) file for glibc resolver(3) generated by resolvconf(8) 
#     DO NOT EDIT THIS FILE BY HAND -- YOUR CHANGES WILL BE OVERWRITTEN 
nameserver 8.8.8.8 nameserver 8.8.4.4 nameserver 8.8.8.4 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/dns/> 
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show - Show DNS Settings 
Display the DNS configuration.  
Authorization  
admin | netadm  
Syntax  
show 
Arguments  
None 
Example 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/dns  admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/dns> show 
# Dynamic resolv.conf(5) file for glibc resolver(3) generated by resolvconf(8) 
#     DO NOT EDIT THIS FILE BY HAND -- YOUR CHANGES WILL BE OVERWRITTEN 
nameserver 8.8.8.8 
nameserver 8.8.4.4 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/dns/> 
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Appendix D: CLI Commands for Configuring the Host Name Attributes of the BlackRidge TAC Gateway 
/etc/hostname/ - Host Name and Domain Name Configuration  
This directory contains the host name and domain name configuration attributes and commands. 
cfg - Configure Hostname  
Set the hostname.  
Authorization  
admin | netadm  
Syntax  
cfg name=<hostname> [domain=<domain name>]  
 

ARGUMENTS DEFINITIONS 
name The name of the local device 

Example 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/hostname admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/hostname/> cfg name=Gateway-A domain=brt.com 
Hostname and Domain name were set successfully. 
Syslog was successfully restarted. 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/hostname/>  
Note: The CLI prompt will reflect the change until the admin login session is exited and a new login session is established as shown below. 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/hostname/> exit 
Exit? [n] y 
 BlackRidge Gateway-A ttyS0 Gateway-A login:  
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show - Show the Hostname and Domain Name 
Display the current hostname and domain name.  
Authorization  
admin | cloakadm | keymgr | netadm | user  
Syntax  
show 
Arguments  
None 
Example 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> cd /etc/hostname admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/etc/hostname> show 
Hostname=Gateway-1  Domainname=brt.com 
admin@Gateway-1[bump0]:/> 
 


